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If you are too afraid of failure, you can’t possibly do what
needs to be done to be successful.
I fail far more than you might assume, especially given the
fact that I’ve written hundreds of articles, coached thousands
of people, and even written a book on forming productive
habits, being mindful, and finding contentment despite our
struggles.
I fail at all of those things sometimes, and it feels just as
dreadful for me as it does for anybody else.
I come down hard on myself, feel guilty, try to avoid thinking
about it, and would rather hide my failures from everyone I

know.
Yes, failing hurts!
and try again.

And yet, I brush myself off, get back up
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I still fail at getting to the gym sometimes, but I keep
trying. And I’m actually pretty good these days at sticking
to a regular workout regimen, but I failed and tried again,
repeatedly, for years before I became reasonably consistent.
I fail at being loving and compassionate to myself sometimes.
But I don’t give up.
I fail at being a patient and present dad and husband,
especially when life gets busy. But I continue to try, and
sometimes, I’ve been told, I’m the best dad and husband in the
world.
I’ve made three attempts at writing the article you’re reading
now, and scrapped it entirely the first two times because it
didn’t feel right. And yet, I started again, and obviously
I’m done now.
When I try over and over again, I succeed in the long run.
And if you try over and over again, you will succeed too.
You may not succeed in the exact way you hoped you would,
within the exact timeframe you hoped you would, but you will
learn and grow from your experiences and failures, and you
will be better off in the end.
More than anything else, here’s what you need to be willing to
fail at to succeed in life:

1.

You have to be willing to fail at the

original plan.
Life is full of screw-ups.
You’re supposed to fail
sometimes.
It’s a required part of the human learning
process.
I’ve learned that a more flexible, open mindset is what’s
required. When you are rigidly attempting to carry out a plan
or reach a dream, and things don’t go exactly as planned, then
you feel like a failure and every bit of positive action from
that point forward gets derailed.
But if you have a more
flexible and open mindset, and instead think, “This may not go
as planned, but that’s OK because plans can change,” then it’s
not a catastrophe when you realize you need to slow down,
pivot or switch paths.
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There’s no single path in life that you have to stay on to be
successful and happy.
Success and happiness comes with
noticing the progress you’ve made, and understanding that
every lesson is a step forward.

2.
You have to be willing to fail at
feeling
completely
confident
and
prepared.
For starters, extreme confidence is often just ignorance in
disguise. If you’re feeling super confident and cocky all the
time, it’s likely because there’s something important you
don’t know.
But the inverse of this equation can also be incredibly
problematic – letting your lack of confidence stop you from
learning and growing. For instance, you may get so accustomed
to the comforts of “I’m not good enough”, “I don’t want to”
and “it’s too hard,” that you stop doing things for yourself

and instead expect others to do everything for you. And all
this really means is you’re not achieving anything at all for
yourself. You’ve simply made yourself weak.
The key is to understand that you don’t need to be confident
or feel fully prepared in order to make progress in life. You
simply have to befriend the possibility of failure and then
step forward. Failing is learning, and learning is progress.
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You want to know the difference between a master and a
beginner? The master has failed more times than the beginner
has even tried. Behind every great invention, creation or
work of art is a hundred failed attempts to make it, but these
attempts are simply never shown to us.
Bottom line:

Success always begins with one step outside of

your comfort zone. When you’re feeling a little unconfident
and struggling to make progress, that’s when you’re growing
stronger and smarter.
The more time you spend there, the
faster you learn.
It’s better to spend an extremely high
quality ten minutes growing, than it is to spend a mediocre
hour running in place.
You want to practice at the point
where you are on the edge of your ability, stretching yourself
over and over again, making mistakes, stumbling, learning from
those mistakes and stretching yourself even farther.
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